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A warm hello from the Year 6 Journalism Club!
Written by the pupils, for the pupils. 

In this March issue, we will introduce you to all of the exciting and wonderful events happening
across the school this month. 

Season of Lent.
We are now in the season of Lent, a time where we are preparing for Jesus coming again. We
are reflecting on Jesus' journey carrying the cross and looking at the stations of the Cross. We
gather together in the hall and listen to the journey Jesus took from the viewpoint of different
characters.
We are also collecting donations for Father Hudson, a charity close to our hearts and so keep
an eye out for the special envelopes coming home. All donations will help and support families
who are not as fortunate as us.

British Science Week.
The theme for British Science Week 2022 is ‘Growth’. We can find examples of growth all
around us: whether that be in our everyday lives or within our journey of learning at school.
That’s what makes it such a wonderful topic for this year’s British Science Week! To inspire us
Mrs Uddell has organised a whole school competition, each class has planted a sunflower and
there are prizes for the class with the tallest sunflower. Which class do you think will grow the
tallest sunflower?

The Year 6 Journalism Club have created St. Peter's News.
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In Nursery Mrs Bridges is really proud because they have been working their socks off this week! They have been listening really well
in story time, they have also been learning about animals and there also might be a farm included and the vet… how exciting! 

In Reception the children have been working their hardest; they have been looking at the season of Spring and farms. They are
learning names of animals and life cycles of a hen and a human. They are also learning about how people can keep healthy. In Maths
they are learning compositions of numbers 1-9 which is really hard for Reception but they have been amazing. In English they have
been making simple sentences, keep it up!

Year 1 have made some amazing progress in their learning. In RE, Year 1 have made their Lenten promises and have started to
prepare their hearts and minds for this season of Lent. They went on an amazing informative trip to Stafford castle to expand their
historical knowledge. In English, they have been writing a character description and story recount on the book “Prince Cinders”, a
twisted Cinderella fairy tale. 

In Year 2 they have been learning exceptionally well. For World Book they have been writing a twisted fairy tales, I wonder how
twisted their story is? In their fascinating Geography, they have been learning about the beautiful country Africa, they have been
imagining that they are at the Africa Safari. For their creative DT, they have been designing a sensational salad. They are going to
Twycross zoo in the upcoming weeks how exiting! For their Art exhibition they have been practicing mixing colours and they have
been getting inspiration from Jackson Pollic. 

In Year 3 they have been having a very exiting month. In their very fascinating Geography they have been learning about the extreme
earth and learning about the very fierce natural disaster like the volcanos and the earthquakes. For their vibrant Art lessons, it is
linked to their Geography about the natural disaster and they have been using watercolour to paint their beautiful art work. They are
also doing some very entertaining English by doing a twisted fairy tale for ‘Honestly Red Riding Hood Is Rotten’ for World Book Day.
They have also been writing an adventure story based on a volcano eruption. For their motivating Math lesson they have been
measuring things using a ruler and they have been learning about how to put data in a table. For the Art exhibition in the upcoming
weeks they have been painting a volcano eruption using watercolour. 

Year 4 will be very excited to know that they will be visiting St Margret Ward on the 28th of March for an Easter Extravaganza. The Art
exhibition is soon and so Year 4 has been inspired by Pablo Picasso to submit in the Art exhibition. For Science Miss Eccleston is very
pleased with her class as they have successfully made an eco-system using recyclable materials.

On World Book Day, Year 5 read the twisted tail, Three Ninja Pigs. Peshwar has the most skips in Year 5. He has done 138 skips! Well
done! Also, during the half term, Iliyas broke his nose! It got hit with a football. That ought to hurt! Although, he did clean up the
paint after they did Art, so well done!

In Year 6 the events they are learning about are British Science week and National Women’s week! The exiting topics in Year 6 are
that they are producing artwork inspired by Henri Rousseau.  
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New feature! 
Saving God's Earth.                    Artist of the month
Saint Peter's are Eco-warriors and we should do everything
that we can to save the planet. We should take care of God's
creation and we will give you top tips each month to help you
stop climate change.
TOP TIP FOR MARCH: 
WEAR, SHARE, CARE - 
Re-cycle your old clothes - bring your old clothes, bags,
shoes and belts to school to recycle. The more clothes we
receive the more money will go to charity. Look out for the
posters around school.

Paul Klee - In the beginning was the dot. Paul
Klee always said that if you set a dot in motion
it would become a line. He couldn’t imagine a

day without a line-in other words, a day
without drawing.


